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Objectives:

Why this project now?
Situation | Rough consensus (public, political, industry)
that serious action is required to address climate
change & biodiversity crises.

Opportunity | Capitalize on this moment to institute
policies that achieve the dual goals of net zero & nature
in balance, from among the variety of paths available.

Goal | Which mix of options garners the most support
and what levers create support or detract from their
appeal? Inform both strategy and communications.
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Methodology
Qualitative research phase: Online discussion
board held June 24-25, 2021.
•

The “why”: How do Canadians talk
about these solutions, the
opportunities and pain points?

N=31 participants: West (n=10), Ontario (n=7),
Atlantic (n=3), Quebec French (n=11)

Screened for concern about various issues
(health care, crime, taxes) – excluded those
not concerned about climate change &
environment
Note: the results of qualitative research
should be viewed as indicative rather than
projectable to the population (as measured in
a quantitative study).
CREDIT: UNSPLASH

Participant profile (n=31)
AGE

12

GENDER
MALE

18-34
19

35+

13

3

TRADES

2

HIGH SCHOOL

3

INCOME
6

VISIBLE
MINORITY
25

NON-VISIBLE
MINORITY

15

BACHELOR’S
UNI CERT.

6

SOMEWHAT CONCERNED

8

POST-GRAD

MINORITY STATUS

VERY CONCERNED
17

FEMALE

18

CONCERN FOR CLIMATE CHANGE/ENVIRONMENT

14

EDUCATION

7

UNDER 40K
40K – 80K

8

80K – 100K

9

100K+

Key takeaways
Participants see the need for multiple solutions or to approach the
problem in different ways – no single solution on its own is sufficient
The five solutions vary in their appeal:
•

Most aligned with renewable energy transition (inevitable)

•

See value in NbS (as complement) & just transition (to alleviate
concerns)

•

More hesitant about carbon capture & accountability

A key factor in evaluating the solutions is the perception of success
(effectiveness) at addressing problem. Speaks to need to clearly
articulate (a) the “goal” and (b) the impact the solution will have.

PERSPECTIVE
ON PRIORITIES
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The problem: Where
we are starting from

• Climate change was top of mind
environmental issue

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

• Pollution was the second most
mentioned concern, in a variety of
forms (water, air, garbage).
• By comparison, few specifically
mentioned biodiversity
• Frustration about complexity and
interrelatedness of problems
which have been caused by
humans & passion for action now

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

Top of mind
environmental issue
DATA SOURCE HERE (N=30)

22%

N=18
Climate Change

N=9
Pollution

N=6
Other

N=2
Biodiversity

49%

24%
5%

“I personally believe it all stems from overpopulation
and overconsumption…which then affects the
biodiversity of coral and ocean life, rising temperatures
which contribute to climate change.”

“I believe loss of biodiversity is an important environmental
issue in the world. The destruction of ecosystems,
plants/animals and habitats are often caused by deforestation,
pollution and global warming caused by humans.”

“In my opinion, climate change is the most important
environmental issue we face in Canada today. I had to think
about this one for a bit, but I settled on climate change
because its impacts are so far-reaching and it has the ability
to impact almost every aspect of our daily lives.”

COMMENT SOURCE:
RECOLLECTIVE

IMAGE CREDIT:
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The goal:

Where we are headed
• Balance & sustainability – take care of
the earth so it can provide
for/support us

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

• Need to fix what humans are doing
(reduce emissions, eliminate fossil
fuels, reduce consumption) to cause
the problems.
• The benefits will also accrue to
humans (rather than to nature
inherently) - a future in a safer,
cleaner world.

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

“

Respondent 1:

We need to do a few things. 1- stop
the damage that we are doing to our
planet. 2- reduce our environmental
impact to a sustainable level. 3- repair
the damage that we have already
done. These 3 factors, when
combined, will ultimately lead to a
healthier world, healthier people, and
a sustainable future for us and
future generations.

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

Respondent 2:

I think that the ultimate goal of all of
these efforts is not only to reduce
greenhouse gasses, but to change
the way we as Canadians
understand the consequences of
living as we do today.

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

REACTION TO
POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS
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Overall appeal
• Respondents described all
policy solutions as important,
because the problem (climate
mostly) is important.

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

• Leads them to include all in
the “policy bundle”, but for
different reasons
• Most skeptical about carbon
capture

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

Words to describe solutions
SOURCE: WORD SELECTION EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Energy Transition

Carbon Capture

Nature-based Solutions

Just transition

Accountability

Important

18

10

18

16

17

Inevitable

13

0

2

6

5

Effective

5

3

13

2

4

Fair

3

2

7

12

7

Exciting

5

6

6

3

2

Ambitious

5

9

7

6

7

Scary

1

3

0

1

0

Complicated

5

10

4

7

8

Unrealistic

0

5

2

2

6

Ineffective

1

6

2

2

4

Expensive

12

14

1

5

2

Sentiment towards solutions
SOURCE: WORD SELECTION EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Energy Transition

Carbon Capture

Nature-based Solution

Just transition

Accountability

44

21

46

39

35

5

9

7

6

7

19

38

9

17

20

Important
Effective

Fair
Ambitious
Scary
Unrealistic
Ineffective
Expensive

NEGATIVE

Complicated

NEUTRAL

Exciting

POSITIVE

Inevitable

“Bundling” policy solutions

SOURCE: POLICY SOLUTIONS THAT SHOULD BE INCLUDED OR EXCLUDED FROM GOVERNMENT’S POLICY BUNDLE
20

ENERGY TRANSITION

13

CARBON CAPTURE

NATURE-BASED SOLUTIONS

JUST TRANSITION

ACCOUNTABILITY

7

19

1

19

1

16

4

INCLUDE

EXCLUDE

EXPLORING
EACH SOLUTION
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‘Consumer’ journey: Energy transition
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Participants feel strongly
about the pressing issues
of climate change and
environmental
degradation, and the
need for a solution.

The solution looks like a “nobrainer” and isn’t far from
what respondents are
already familiar with.
Excitement is high due to
perceived benefit of solution.

As respondents considered
it more closely, some
worried that it will be
expensive and might not
meet energy demands
(reliability).

Putting it into action
seemed realistic to most
participants, as they feel it is
already happening.

Excitement remains
relatively high for this
solution, despite the point of
view presented re: jobs and
the Canadian economy.

Renewable energy transition
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

FAVOUR:
Change is inevitable and possible: There is a level of
familiarity with and acceptance of this approach.
“I would say this is a necessary transition and that if it does not
happen now, it is inevitable it will happen sometime in the
future anyway.”
“I think that we need to realize that we won't be presented a
choice in the future. Voluntarily moving over now gives us the
option to pave our own way forward. This is the number one
issue in my mind and therefore we need to dedicate significant
focus on this effort.”

UNCERTAIN:
Change is scary and uncomfortable: While widely
accepted by participants, there was also recognition
that change is difficult for humans. Use a personal
frame to acknowledge that change is hard but the
outcome is worth it.
“One must never put all their eggs in one basket so
everyone must continually prepare for the changes that
life throws your way. Be proactive and do what it takes to
be part of the transition so that you can still earn a living
- very often people find the change is for the better
although it does take time.”

Energy transition:
Other considerations

•

Concerns about individual cost impact and
impact on broader economy – from higher
prices for energy and other goods & higher
taxes - is widely evident

•

Other concerns:
•
•

•

will shift to electricity really be better or
will it have unintended consequences?
Reliability of supply from renewable
sources?

However, assume transition will be slow,
allowing time to adapt but also to see
“positive tangible benefits” that would
encourage buy-in

“

Prices will inevitably rise, for
everything… This will lead to
societal friction and increase
division between those who
feel compelled to help
[address climate change] and
those who feel they are being
left behind…These feelings
will only increase as the cost
of living rises.

”

‘Consumer’ journey: NbS
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Participants feel strongly
about the pressing issues
of climate change and
environmental
degradation, and the
need for a solution.

Initial reaction is strongly
positive, because it’s natural,
simple to understand, makes
sense and doesn’t seem to
have a downside.

As respondents begin to
consider the solution, they
start to think about the land
requirements, how realistic
it may be and the pushback
from competing interests.

Excitement is tempered by
a sense that NbS is
insufficient on its own and
may take too long (time
which we do not have).

Ultimately, the solution is
considered worthwhile
because its impact goes
well beyond climate (to
human health, mental
health, ecosystem health,
value of nature).

Nature-based solutions
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

FAVOUR:
Appeal lies in the “natural” / doesn’t rely on complex or
expensive technology that doesn’t yet exist
“I feel it is the most natural, requires the least artificial
involvement and is most "eco-friendly”.”
Benefits go well beyond climate, encompassing human
health & quality of life (and to a lesser extent, biodiversity)

“Nature-based solutions and increasing the amount of green
areas (and protecting current ones) in our communities
could help improve the mental health of the community
members who get to enjoy them.”

UNCERTAIN:
Love the idea, but is not/cannot be the sole solution /
sceptical about whether it will actually make a difference
/ how does impact compare to other potential solutions?
“Does not seem to be comprehensive enough to solve or
undo the damage being caused by man's accelerated
release of carbon dioxide into the atmosphere.”
“It is unrealistic to think it will solve many of our current
problems. It is just one piece of the puzzle.”

NbS:

Other considerations
•

•

Potential barriers to NbS:
•

Development and urbanization competing interests for land use

•

Climate change impacts (e.g., forest
fires, coastal erosion) that reduce
health of nature for this purpose

Cost considerations, in terms of creation
& maintenance of NbS, lost revenue
from development, or higher prices for
land/homes, are not central

“

I am honestly a little
skeptical… since it would
probably require a lot of
space/land, which could be
difficult and potentially
unrealistic (especially in
heavily populated areas like
big cities that produce the
highest amount of carbon
emissions).

”

NbS:

Low perceived potential
for moral hazard
Moral hazard was voluntarily raised by no
more than 1-2 participants. When asked,
only 4 out of 31 say NbS reduces the need to
reduce ghge.

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

Most believe that, even if NbS are adopted,
reducing ghge remains as important as
ever, because NbS:
•
•
•

Is insufficient on its own, and the problem
requires multi-faceted solutions;
Will take time to implement, and solutions
are needed immediately;
Does not address the root problem (fossil fuel
consumption)

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS

CREDIT: GETTY IMAGES

NbS:

Low perceived potential
for moral hazard

BEHAVIOURS

ATTITUDES/
NEEDS

“Nature-based solutions may help mitigate some of the
effects of the climate change being driven by greenhouse
gas emissions, but it will do nothing to stop them.”

VALUES/
MOTIVATIONS
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‘Consumer’ journey: Just transition
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Participants feel strongly
about the pressing issues
of climate change and
environmental
degradation, and the
need for a solution.

The solution keeps
respondents excited as they
feel it is fair and truly
considers all stakeholders

This solution appears to
benefit both those in the
industry, who will have safe
transition, and Canadians,
who will have cleaner
energy.

Implementing the strategy
may be complicated and
require long-term
investment, which
governments are not widely
trusted to achieve.

The solution appears to
have minimal personal
impact, positively impact
those in industry, and
ultimately reduce
opposition to an energy
transition

Just transition

SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

FAVOUR:
Recognize this as a “means to an end” – how to reduce
resistance to energy transition and ensure that certain
population segments are not penalized or left behind
“This doesn't sound like an effort specifically to move
Canada towards cleaner energy sources, but more so
one to support Canadians as other changes are made.”
“This is exactly what is needed to get buy-in from
communities who are dependent on the oil and gas
industry to maintain their economy ”

UNCERTAIN:
On paper this solution is “picture perfect” but is it
achievable and realistic? Can governments deliver? –
will require long-term investment in education, industries
& economic incentives
“L'idée est noble, mais je doute qu'on puisse répondre
aux besoins de tous ceux qui demanderont cette aide.”
“This could turn into a giant make-work project that
doesn't accomplish anything and leads to a massive
waste of taxpayer dollars in the form of subsidies to
ineffective companies filling a niche created by
government.”

Just transition:

Other considerations
•

How to make the transition fair?

•

Who gets priority in the transition? Will
there be enough jobs for everyone?

•

What about older workers who have
more difficulty retraining?

•

Are workers expected to relocate/move
away from family & friends?

•

Anticipate low personal impact, except for
potential increase in consumer prices or taxes

•

Perceive net benefit for affected individuals
but also for skills of country as a whole

“

I like that it is going to be
a transition where not just
the environment but the
people who were
previously dependent on
the fossil fuel industry for
livelihood are also taken
care of.

”

‘Consumer’ journey: Accountability
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Participants feel strongly
about the pressing issues
of climate change and
environmental
degradation, and the
need for a solution.

Participants inherently
understand the value of
setting clear & measurable
targets for reducing ghge.

As they consider the
solution, various barriers
come to the forefront: how
is accountability defined?
How will these targets be
enforced?

Participants have limited
faith in governments to
make this work, and are
concerned industry will find
loopholes that will limit its
effectiveness.

Despite its complexities, this
solution has the advantage
of addressing the root
problem (emissions
reduction) and helping
Canadians see progress.

Accountability

SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

FAVOUR:
Broad consensus about value of having a target/goal,
but only if they are clear, measurable and fair to all.
“I think you must have measurable hard targets
otherwise companies and people do not take them
seriously”

UNCERTAIN:
Targets need to be backed up with consequences. Who
will enforce targets? Lack of trust in governments who
do not have a good track record.
“Any target that does not include penalties for not
meeting the target is not worth setting in the first
place.”
“Governments are in power for 4-year terms. What
happens when they are voted out? Will the initiatives
continue?”

Accountability:

Other considerations
Positive outcomes could be:
•

Measure of success that demonstrates
effectiveness of changes/builds buy-in

•

Will achieve the desired impact of
reducing importance of fossil fuel
industry/

Negatives outcomes could be:
•

Cost will trickle down to consumer in
form of price or tax increases

•

Reduced competitiveness for Canada (if
similar policies not implemented
consistently)

“

Si le gouvernement montre
l'exemple, je crois que les
citoyens seront plus
enclins à vouloir
s'impliquer pour le
changement. Le fait de voir
des chiffres et de
déterminer des objectifs
quantifiables aidera selon
moi à la motivation de tous.

”

‘Consumer’ journey: Carbon capture
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

Participants feel strongly
about the pressing issues
of climate change and
environmental
degradation, and the
need for a solution.

Carbon capture as a solution
that leverages technology &
innovation seems interesting
at first, although relatively
unfamiliar (compared to
other solutions).

Respondents begin to think
about the temporary nature
of this solution, seeing it as a
band-aid approach, not
addressing the core issue of
our fossil fuel consumption.

Putting the solution into
action requires technology
that will be costly to
taxpayers that may not
ultimately prove effective

Concern around possible
and as yet unknown
negative consequences (to
environment, health or
safety implications take over
consumer sentiment.

Carbon capture
SOURCE: EXERCISES ACROSS 5 POLICY SOLUTIONS

TENSION BETWEEN TWO POSITIONS:

FAVOUR:
Need to do something now / cannot wait for perfect /
use it to create progress, especially with fossil fuel
producers and opponents to climate action
“Fossil fuels will be used for a long time so why not
create something to mitigate the carbon in the
meantime.”
“It is irresponsible to not think about the entire side of
society that doesn't believe in climate change. It may
work better to work with them, rather than force change.”

UNCERTAIN:
Doesn’t address the real problem of our over-reliance
on fossil fuels / why capture emissions when they can
be stopped? / potential moral hazard or at least a shortterm rather than a long-term solution

“This proposed solution seems like it is a ‘band-aid’
solution – emissions are still being produced, they are
just being hidden somewhere.”
“My only concern is that people will depend on this type
of solution as a final solution, and not address the
continued production of carbon by fossil fuels (i.e., the
easy way out).”
.

Carbon Capture:
Other considerations

•

Effective/safe? Are we confident in the
storage of emissions? (“sounds too good
to be true”)

•

Expect impact to be largely invisible to
individual, except:

•

•

Cost: will subsidize innovation/
technology through taxes

•

Anticipate less pollution/cleaner
air/positive health impacts
(envisioning smokestacks)

Feel least familiar with this
solution/want more information

“

It sounds too good to be true:
we can keep burning fossil
fuels and don’t have to face
the consequences. I worry
that the carbon injected into
the earth will eventually, and
abruptly, make it’s way back
into the atmosphere. All this
pollution we thought we got
rid of will come back to haunt
us.

”

CLOSING
OBSERVATIONS
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Closing observations & next steps
Strategy: suggests alignment with need for combination of policies.
Communications: consider how to get across effectiveness &
demonstrate success.
Next step: survey. Quantify which solutions people choose to
“bundle” and what factors drive that choice

Qual can subsequently provide further illumination on “why” & how
those factors (positive or negative) might be addressed.

Q&A
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